A new type of clothes-hanger system is designed in this paper in order to solve the problem that exists in all traditional clothes-hanger, that is the inconvenience of maintain. This paper mainly analyzes the working principle and the development of mechanical design and control system design of the clothes-hanger. The clothes-hanger is able to stop automatically while reaching both maximum and minimum places through an overweight and ultra-light detecting mechanism. Meanwhile, the clothes-hanger is able to be controlled by wireless remote controller. The experimental results show that the system is safe and reliable.
Introduction
Currently there are several kinds of clothes-hanger in the market, including ground stand-still clothes-hanger, suspension type of clothes-hanger, hand-wheel type of clothes-hanger and electronic clothes-hanger [1] [2] . It is so welcomed in our daily life because they are so simple and convenient. But in the coming resent years, the clothes-hanger has more and more intelligent functions including automation, remote control, dry-out, temperature display, disinfection and so on [3] [4] . After doing a survey of these clothes-hangers, there are several shortcomings in the current products, such as it is difficult to maintain because of installing in the ceiling and if there is an error in the circuit board there is no operation to bring it back [5] [6] . In this paper a new intelligent clothes-hanger that is convenient to maintain and simple to install is presented. Overweight and ultra-light detecting mechanical function is designed in the system for safety precaution, which enables the intelligent clothes-hanger to stop while reaching both maximum and minimum positions.
Mechanical Design
Power traction mechanism is consists of several parts shown as Figure 1 and Figure 2 , mainly including main frame (13), DC motor (1), wheel (10), and overweight and ultra-light detecting unit. At the initial state, the steel wire is covered on the wheel (10). The steel wire go through the guide roller to the slash. The wheel (10) is connected with the gear (5). The DC motor is connected with gear (5) through a worm (2) . All of them are installed in the main frame (13). The motor shaft is connected with the worm, so as the same as gear (8) and gear (7). There are 3 springs (6) in the gear (5) that used for overweight and ultra-light detecting. If one of them happens, the overweight and ultra-light detecting point has an operation of signal to control the DC motor. There are three probes in the wheel (10). One is for overweight detecting signal, one is for ultra-light detecting signal and last one is the common signal that is usually connected on the ground. In this system there is a payload limit at 30kg. When the payload is bigger then 30kg, the overweight signal is triggered. Also there is a minimun weight at 1kg. When the payload is less then 1kg, it stops automaticaly. At this time, it can not go down but still can go up by pushing the up button. The payload function in binary is shown as table 1.
In table 1, common signal is connect to system's DC12V.
System of Intelligent Clothes-hanger
In the intelligent clothes-hanger, there are several parts including the slash, steel wire, de-concentrator, pulley and power traction mechanism. The simplified system structure is shown as Figure 3 . The intelligent clothes-hanger uses steel wire to connect the slash and the pulley through the de-concentrator. A DC motor is used as the power source, which is driven by a circuit that calls H-bridge. The overweight and ultra-light detecting unit directly control the operation of DC motor. At the same time, the manual button and the wireless remote controller are able to control the clothes-hanger to go up, go down and stop. The control system is shown as Figure4 and the description is shown as Table 2 . In this system we use single phase AC220V as the power source. After bridge rectifier, step-down, regulator, and filter circuit, it is available to get 3.3V,5V,12V, and 24V. The 24V power circuit is shown as Figure3. In this circuit, we use a UC3843 chip as regulator. And then a LM2575 is used to step down to 12V. The DC motor module is able to make it available for manual button and wireless remote controller operation. The DC motor drive circuit is shown as Figure5. An H-bridge circuit is used to drive the DC motor shown as Figure6. in this circuit, in order to make all operation be safe, it's unable to operation down while ultra-light signal triggered, but it still can operation up. On the opposite, it's unable to operation up while overweight signal triggered, but it still can operation down.
At the same time, a wireless remote controller that has 38(6561) kinds of signal that can be encoded through the wireless transmit signal. The signal in the wireless remote controller has the same function as the manual buttons. The PT2262/PT2272 chips are used to encode and decode the wireless signal.
System Software Design
In order to make it much more convenient, temperature display is designed in the system. A NTC resistance of 10kΩ is used in the system circuit. After system initializing, a cpu timer is used to set the led signals continuously at 1kHz frequency. At the same time the ADC value is read from the ADC register and then sent to the led display. The system software structure is show as Figure7. 
Summary
This paper mainly presents the mechanical design and control system design of intelligent clothes-hanger. With the function of overweight and ultra-light detecting module embedded in the mechanical frame, it is safe and convenient to operate the clothes-hanger by simple operation. After a long time reliable experiment, it is proved to be effective under the several working environment, like high-temperature and electric arc. Experiments show that this system is of rapid response, precision and reliability.
